
 

BEER

1. MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL  - 4.8% ABV 

Kölsch-style Ale 

Bready, Crisp, Balanced. A refreshingly drinkable combination of doughy pilsner malt,
pear esters, and a touch of hops. 

150mL $3.25  /   200mL  Stange  $3.75  /   500mL  $8.00  

2. GOLD PAST LIFE  - 3.8% ABV 

Světlé Výčepní Pivo (Czech Pale Lager) 

In contrast to German-style pilsners, Lil’ Bo Pils like this one are a deeper shade of
gold, their darker hue hints at their fuller body and subtly superior malt richness. It’s
gilded retrospection brewed with low-mineral water for a softness you can feel and a
bitterness you taste less of. 

150mL $3.25  /   200mL  Mlíko  $3.75  /   330mL  Hladinka  $5.25  /   500mL  Na Dvakrát $8.00  

3. MIDDLE CHILD  - 4.6% ABV 

Polotmavý Ležák (Czech Amber Lager) 

This amber lager baby’s smack-dab in the middle of the two Czech beers we made
before it, in both colour and maltiness, but not at the expense of quaffability. Rather
than bitterness on the palate, Czech hops hit home in the form of a fragrant floral
bouquet gusting in on a Saaz sea breeze. 

150mL $3.25  /   200mL  Mlíko  $3.75  /   330mL  Hladinka  $5.25  /   500mL  Na Dvakrát $8.00  
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BEER

4. MORE THAN RAIN  - 5.6% ABV 

Tmavé Speciální Pivo (Czech Dark Lager) 

Made in collaboration with Rain Dog Bar, this Czech lager is refined, flavourful, and
balanced. It sips softer than Germany’s take on the same style and rocks a richer
body to boot. We sourced semi-early red-bine Saaz hops from the region formerly
known as Bohemia and used water softened through reverse osmosis. 

150mL $3.25  /   200mL  Mlíko  $3.75  /   330mL  Hladinka  $5.25  /   500mL  Na Dvakrát $8.00  

5. PILSGNAR  - 5.2% ABV 

German Pilsner 

Crisp bready malts and noble hops ride switch between floral and spicy for a balanced
bitterness. Slow pours available - just ask! 

150mL $3.25  /   330mL  $5.25  /   500mL  $8.00  

6. SOLSBURY HILL  - 3.6% ABV 

Pub Ale 

Biscuits, Werther’s Originals, Marmalade. Beer engines on. Pinkies up! This take on an
English classic is toasty and delicately floral, and utterly thirst quenching with a
pleasantly dry finish. True to form, this brew has crushable levels of both carbonation
and ABV, making it the perfect match for all occasions. 

150mL $3.25  /   330mL  $5.25  /   500mL  $8.00  

7. REBEL GIRL  - 5.7% ABV 

Modern Saison 

Yuzu, U-Pick Farm, Zippy. Made with the 2022 Pink Boots Hop Blend, this beer is a
weird and wonderful blend of a juicy, hazy IPA and wild saison. Brewed for serious
drinkability, this beer has light and bright acidity with a pillowy mouthfeel. 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  
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BEER

8. AFTERNOON DELIGHT  - 5.4% ABV 

Hazy Pale Ale 

Tropical, Hazy, Smooth. A hazy pale ale loaded with bright tropical and citrus hops,
smooth body. 

150mL $3.25  /   330mL  $5.25  /   500mL  $8.00  

9. SKY ROCKET  - 6.5% ABV 

Hazy IPA 

Citrus, Juicy, Punchy. Citra hops are the star in this beer, zesty and juicy, bright yellow
haze. 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  

10. INSTANT CRUSH  - 6.5% ABV 

Hazy IPA 

Tropical Smoothie, Cream of Oats, Haze. This swoon-worthy sipper has notes of
tropical fruit, oats, and sweet cream, and its saturated sunny yellow colour makes it
an eye-catcher in the glass. It’s hazy and hop-forward with a smooth as finish—you’d
be a daft punk not to love it 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  

11. SPACE RITUAL  - 7.4% ABV 

West Coast IPA 

Orange Blossom, Pine Resin, Mango Nectar. This has some hops to it! This Westy is
light in both colour and malt use, and with none of that pesky caramel nonsense.
Comet, punchy Idaho 7, and Strata are the stars of this constellation, and the whole
thing paints a beautiful, balanced picture across your palate. 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  
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BEER

12. WANDERING STAR  - 5.8% ABV 

Robust Porter 

Rich, Dark Chocolate, Classic. A rich, chocolatey classic quaff brewed with dark malts
which are to credit for its night-sky hue and roasty, toasty coffee notes. 

150mL $3.25  /   330mL  $5.25  /   500mL  $8.00  

13. KICK OUT THE JAMS  - 4.5% ABV 

Cherry Sour with Vanilla 

Kool-Aid Jammers, Pie Crust, Cool Whip. This is a nostalgic, jammy, cherry-pie-
cooling-on-a-window-sill typa kettle sour. In keeping with its precursors (Jam Rock &
Pump Up The Jam), it’s packed with borderline too much fruit, jusssst enough vanilla,
and pours out looking like the precious jewel it is. 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  

14. JAM ROCK  - 5.6% ABV 

Blackberry Sour with Vanilla 

Berry, Vanilla, Pie Crust. Jam-like berry, layered with gentle vanilla creates a dessert-
like experience, and a tart finish leads to the next sip. 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  

15. ERLTON STREET (2023)  - 6.4% ABV 

Barrel-Aged Anniversary Blend 

Genmaicha Tea, Black Pepper, Tropical Fruit. This year’s showcase highlights a blend
of barrels selected for complexity and balance - an ever-increasing point of emphasis
for our mixed culture program. A true labour of love, this blend of lambic-inspired
beer and wild IPA spent 16 months in barrels before it saw multiple blending trials to
ensure that, once in the bottle, it was truly worthy of the milestone of this
pentamerous occasion. 

150mL $5.00  /   275mL  $9.25 
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BEER

16. SEASONS IN THE SUN  - 6.3% ABV 

Barrel-Aged Beer with Apricots 

Apricot Delight, Juicy, Slate. Three different base beers were blended and
refermented on ripe, sun-kissed apricots to create an experience that gracefully
walks the line between extreme juiciness, tasteful acidity, and gentle hop bitterness. 

150mL $5.00  /   275mL  $9.25 

17. CHERRY-COLOURED FUNK (2023)  - 5.6% ABV 

Blend of barrel-aged lambic-inspired beers with cherries. 

Bright, bubbly, and popping with cherries. We used Lambic-inspired beers for the base
and refermented the lot of it on loads of whole cherries—so expect saturated colour
and flavour. To achieve our desired balance, we used half sour and half sweet fruit and
the result is indeed fine. 

150mL $5.00  /   275mL  $9.25 

18. CHERUB ROCK  - 5.0% ABV 

Rye Barrel Aged Mead with Ginger and Lemon 

Cocktail inspired mead (fermented honey beverage). Blend of 9-month rye barrel-
aged mead and hydromel (low alcohol mead), with added fresh ginger, and a splash of
fresh lemon. *Gluten Free 

150mL $3.75  /   330mL  $6.00  /   500mL  $9.00  

GLASS/BOTTLE. WHEN THE SUN HITS  - 6.5% ABV 

Sparkling Hibiscus Cider 

Served in-house by the bottle ($20), by the 250mL glass ($6.75), or for offsale ($19).
Wild yeast fermented apple cider with hibiscus. Bright berry and floral notes, crisp
and dry finish. Made in collaboration with Uncommon Cider Co. 
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BEER

CAN. TINY DANCER  - 2.5% ABV 

Nano IPA 

Grapefruit, Key Lime, Crushable. Behold, an IPA that has flavour to go the mile, and an
ABV that redefines marathon-level crushability. With smooth oats and bright citrus
notes from Cascade’s lesser-known NZ counterpart - it’s got the moves to take on
your higher-ABV faves. 

473mL Can Pour  $6.75  

CAN. MISS WORLD  - 5.4% ABV 

Modern Lager 

Jasmine Tea, Strawberry Shortcake, Soft. Crisp and clean are the hallmarks of a good
lager, but leave it to the minds of our International Women’s day brew crew to add a
twist that leaves you reaching for more. This refreshing take on a classic traded the
standard noble hops for the more modern 2023 Pink Boots Blend. The result is
everything you love about the style, leveled-up with a fruit basket of aromas to create
a lager unlike all others. 

473mL Can Pour  $6.25  

CAN. ISLAND IN THE SUN  - 9.0% ABV 

Imperial Sour with Guava Pineapple and Lime 

Tiki Cocktail, Pineapple Sorbet, Lime Zest. This island is tropical! Brewed with guava,
pineapple, and lime. Like a mirage for your mouth, this citrusy sea actually tastes a
little like a Mai Tai - no tropical destination required. 

473mL Can Pour  $7.25  
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FOOD & MORE

MIXED NUTS

Somewhat self explanatory, may contain nuts.

$5.25

CHEESE BUN

The legendary Glamorgan Bakery cheese bun.

$2.50

CANELA SAUSAGE ROLL

Using veggie ground beef by Yves, onions, jalapeños, and spices rolled in our puff
pastry for the ultimate lunchtime roll. Served room temperature or warmed up
to order. Made by our friends at Canela vegan bakery & cafe. 

$6.25

CANELA CHOCOLATE CHUNK COOKIE

Made by our friends at Canela vegan bakery & cafe. 

$2.75

0.5% ALC. BEERS by ONE FOR THE ROAD

Our 'go to brew' when we're taking it easy or pedalling hard. Made in Calgary by
our friends at One For The Road Brewing. Stone Sofa Kolsch, or Still Struggling
Espresso Stout

$5.25

BEE'S KNEES 0% ALC COCKTAIL by WILD FOLK

"Free Spirited Botanical Cocktail" from our friends at Wild Folk. Notes of lemon,
honey, clover, juniper and peppercorn. - 250mL can

$5.25

JUICE BOX

For kids of any size. Ask your server for flavours.

$1.00

KOMBUCHA

Made in Calgary by our friends at True Büch. Blueberry Rooibos or Ginger
flavours available

$5.00

ROOT BEER

From our friends and next door neighbours at Annex Soda. 355mL can

$4.00

PREFERRED DELIVERY PARTNER - MONSOON IZAKAYA

Sushi and Japanese cuisine. Visit monsoonizakaya.com to order delivery to The
Establishment Brewing Company at 4407 1 Street SE. Please note that you are a
guest at the Establishment Taproom and let our staff know where to find you
when your delivery arrives.
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PREFERRED DELIVERY PARTNER - INGLEWOOD PIZZA

Inglewood Pizza is a neighbourhood pizzeria serving classic & specialty pies,
slices & wings in a small, simple setup. Order food for delivery on
inglewoodpizza.ca and have it delivered to The Establishment Brewing Company
at 4407 1 Street SE. Ask our taproom staff for a menu. Please note on your
delivery order that you are a guest at the Establishment Taproom and let our
staff know where to find you when your delivery arrives.
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